
all advanced technology 
loaded in one tool
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RAPTOR 3
Laser marker rifle with advanced technology.
Charger included.

HEADBAND
For better lasergame experience.

OPERATOR APP
Android with 4 preset factory games.

PLAYER APP
Android or IOS with 4 preset factory games.

FREE FIRMWARE UPDATE

CONTROL KEY
With AAA battery. Price / piece. + 80 + 80
NEW INTAGER SMARTBOX
With new Intager Game Manager 
(Premium packages not included).

+ 579 + 579 + 579

RED DOT
Wired to Raptor 3’s battery. Price / piece. + 50 + 50 + 50 + 50
VIBRATION
Built-in vibration motor for hit feedback. + 20 + 20 + 20 + 20
VEST
Light, breathable, durable. Price / piece. + 70 + 70 + 70 + 70
HELMET
Safe, comfortable, adjustable. Price / piece. + 32 + 32 + 32 + 32
PHONE HOLDER
Price / piece + 25 + 25 + 25 + 25
CARRY BAG
Heavy duty practical for all the gears. + 110 + 110 + 110 + 110

1-SET 4-SETS 10-SETS 20-SETS

BEST
VALUE

680 6.490 12.9802.650

GET A QUOTE NOW!

INTAGER GAMES 
Play online, offline or with/without 
mobile. Discover the map, collect loots, 
new weapons and features, complete 
missions. Just tap on a weapon to change 
it to Flame, Shotgun, Fireball, etc. Activate 
your shield, launch a grenade, send health 
for a teammate or respawn yourself!

Use online, offline, with phones or without. Up-to-date, wireless technology, 
great and adjustable sounds, secondary shots, made of solid and strong materials. 

Check all the features and advantages.

OUTSTANDING SOLUTION 
FOR THE EXCLUSIVE LASER TAG GAME EXPERIENCE

FREE  APPS

INTAGER GAMES

Map-based games are 
available from 2020/Q4

IN THE BOX

EASY TO USE FOR ANY AGE – FROM ICONIC LASER TAG GAMES 
TO REAL-LIFE BATTLE ROYALE GAMES

WE HAVE CREATED THE BEST VALUE PACKAGES TO FIT 
EVERY NEED. FIND YOUR BEST OFFER BELOW!
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INTAGER SMART CONTROL 
Market leader solution for easy and quick 
management of pro laser tag games.

Preset factory games offer you a wide range of settings, 
ready to play. A range variety of blasters for adults, kids, indoor and 
outdoor. Different parameters and sounds bring new experiences.

Submachine gun

Pyro

Sniper

Quadshotgun


